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The ROSI
Story
In

1993, there was a large demand for remanufactured

office cubicles in the Houston area. So, John Ofield put
together a workshop with a highly skilled team that went to
work redesigning and reimagining used Haworth cubicles.
And, ROSI (Recycled Office Systems, Inc.) was born!

The

Haworth cubicle was chosen due to the well-

designed steel frames and durable craftsmanship that
went into the original product. It ensured these frames
would withstand many years of use and reuse. In
fact, the remanufactured product looks as polished and
professional as new but costs 40% less and John
and the team have been quite busy for over 20 years!
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As customer demand grew, evolved and expanded, John
realized his customers needed more than remanufactured
cubicles. They also needed office chairs, reception furniture,
filing cabinets, and EVERYTHING OFFICE. A full-service office

« PLACE YOUR
QUOTE HERE »

furniture dealership was born offering even more, including:
rentals, data cabling, storage, moving, and liquidation services.
Really anything an office needs relating to the design and
implementation of furnishings can be done. We even create 2D
and 3D complimentary space plans. In fact, we’ve changed
our name to reflect our broader scope to ROSI Office Systems.
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OPEN OFFICE TIPS:

NEW CUBE.

Designing workspaces so that

employees can see people
approaching helps to protect their
sense of privacy.

space in the U.S., and that number
is growing. But, not every office
needs the same type of open office.

A winning design incorporates

ROSI’s professional space planners

both collaborative and private space
to allow employees to migrate
according to their project.

and project consultants know how to
integrate an open office style while
still incorporating the tools needed,

Cubicles provide space for more

such as privacy screens and sound
absorbing fabrics. It’s important to
provide an array of workspaces so all
types of employees can give their best.
KI Unite
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Mayline e5

concentration and privacy, while
open areas with team desking or
conference rooms allow employees
to work together when doing so will
be beneficial to their projects.
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RE CUBE.
We re-style and re-imagine used
Haworth cubicle frames in our
Staf ford, Texas workshop. REcube
workstations are covered in durable,
fashionable fabrics, and designed
to f it any need. Glass panels
and many more customizations
are available for traditional or
collaborative work environments.
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Costs 30% - 50% less compared to new cubicle workstations.
Diverts tons of debris from the landfill.
Qualifies for LEED design credits.
Flexible design options create open or private workspaces.
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WORK FIT.
YOUR BOTTOM LINE
WILL THANK YOU.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

ATTRACT TOP TALENT

According to Paul Rosch, MD,
President of the American Institute
of Stress, a nonprofit research and
information organization, job stress
is estimated to cost U.S. industry
more than $300 billion a year in
absenteeism, turnover, diminished
productivity, and medical, legal and
insurance costs. And, according
to the American Psychological
Association, 52 percent of Americans
report that they have considered
workplace stress a significant when
looking for a new job, declining a
promotion or leaving a job altogether.

Employees and onboarding are an
investment and finding the right talent
is becoming more and more difficult.
The supply and demand of talent has
shifted. What was once an Employer’s
market is now driven by the shortage of
skilled labor created b y the exodus of
the Baby Boomer from the job market.

WORKPLACE WELLNESS

Focal Upright from Safco
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The success of these programs is
evaluated in terms of measurable
bottom-line improvements. A study
published in the February, 2010 issue of
Health Affairs, found that for every dollar
invested in a comprehensive workplace
wellness program, companies saved
$3.27 in medical costs and $2.73
in costs related to absenteeism.

Once you’ve found the right talent,
creating a comfortable and functional
environment with optional spaces for
different job demands will set you
apart. Your employees will be happy,
healthy and productive. They’ll want
to stay and tell others about the great
company and culture they work in.
Visit the ROSI downtown Houston or
Stafford showroom for a firsthand look
at our Work Fit line of products including
Focal Upright (shown left). We will help
you create the best layout and find office
furniture you and your employees
need. A healthy, happy and productive
workforce for a healthy bottom line.
Height-adjustable workstation from KI
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We’re Picky for you.
ROSI Of f ice Systems has worked with
many suppliers and manufactureres
over the last two decades and we’ve
discovered the best of f ice furniture
professionals that make high-quality,
functional and stylish designs for you
and your customers.

Global Sidebar

Mayline Height Adjustable

«Our lof t y standards make
choosing products quick and
easy.»
Global Kate Chair
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Mayline Lab

KI Pirouette

KI Strive
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Mayline Engineering

Globalcare
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TOTAL SOLUTIONS
ROSI does more.

EXPERIENCE

•
•
•

•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teardown and Reconfiguration of Existing Furniture.
Asset Management & Storage.
Refinishing & Re-upholstery.
Inventory Services.
Data Cabling.
Sound Masking.
Furniture Rentals.
Buyback Program.
Liquidation.

Your trusted advisors in providing high-quality and low-cost office furniture solutions for over 25 years.
In-house delivery and installation team with more than 100 years of combined experience.
Your professional project consultant is there throughout the process.

EDUCATION

Interactive showrooms with workstation and office displays.
Ongoing educational series in our showrooms about office and data solutions.

SERVICE
•

•
•

Best-in-class FREE space planning services
producing layouts and photo-quality
renderings.
48-hour turn-around on all drawings.
DesignLive! Create your office space virtually
with a certified space planner on your
computer--saving you time.

COMMUNITY
•
•
•

•

WHY
CHOOSE
ROSI

Helping Texas and Louisiana companies for
over 20 years.
Locally owned and operated employer.
REcube by ROSI is a recycled product that
has diverted over 1 million pounds from
local landfills.
We support local non-profits including Big
Brothers and Big Sisters by providing office
furniture and workstations.
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COMPELLING
DESIGN.
SURPRISING
VALUE.
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LET’S GET
STARTED!
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QUICK QUOTE

|

EMAIL: jofield@rosiinc.com

|

PHONE: 281-403-4477

Office Systems Inc.
SHOWROOMS
10129 Stafford Centre Dr.
Stafford, TX 77477

500 Dallas Street, Ste. 2900
Houston, TX 77002
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